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what people are writing about

BOOKS

The American Challenge by 

J.-J. 

Servan-Schreiber, Atheneum
 House, Inc., New York, 1968, 291

 pages, $6.95.

American business is on the

 

verge of reducing Europe to the
 status of a colony, this French

 journalist warns in a best-selling
 book that is interesting to Ameri
cans as much for its breathless ad

miration of American society as for
 its call for Europeans to man the

 economic battlements against the
 bloodless invasion.

American, not European, man



agement has seen the potential of
 the European Common Market

 and is capitalizing on it. Already,
 with $14 billion of U. S. capital

 (in fixed assets) invested, the Eur
opean market is basically Ameri

can in organization, Mr. Servan-
 Schreiber asserts. “Fifteen years

 from now it is quite possible that
 the world’s greatest industrial

 power, just after the United States
 and Russia, will not be Europe,

 but American industry in Europe.”
While European companies are

 
still waiting for a Common Market

 statute to permit European-wide
 businesses, American companies
 manufacturing on the Continent

 

are treating Europe as a single

 

market. And they are, says Mr.
 Servan-Schreiber, capturing “those

 sectors of the economy most tech
nologically advanced, most adapt

able to change, and with the high
est growth rates.” He is most con
cerned about their growing domi

nance in the electronics industry,
 “the base upon which the next

 stage of industrial development
 depends.”

This trend, the author feels, is

 
not likely to be reversed. “Dur

ing the next few years American
 investment in Europe will continue

 to grow far more rapidly than
 European investment. Its profits

 are already half again 
as

 large as  
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ours. It is assuming the major role

 

in strategic areas of development.
 This is not happening through or
dinary investments, but through

 actual takeovers of European firms
 that Americans then transform into

 rich and powerful corporations.”
They do this, Mr. Servan-Schrei


ber points out, “with European

 money that our own businessmen
 do not know how to use . . . Nine-

 tenths of American investment in
 Europe is financed from European

 sources. In other words, we pay
 them to buy us.”

Consumer benefit

Mr. Servan-Schreiber does not

 

deny that European consumers
 have benefited from the resulting

 prosperity. Even so, he feels, this
 peaceful invasion is a bad thing.

“To ask if the Europeans should

 
turn an increasing share of their

 industrial development over to the
 United States is like asking

 whether it is better to be a wage
 earner or a factory owner . . . for
eign investment imposes strict lim
itations on national development,

 limitations inherent in the very
 process of industrial creativity.” As
signed to produce only established

 products, Europeans will be cut
 off from the possibilities of rapid

 expansion that result from inno
vation.

Search for solution

What, then, can be done? Mr.

 

Servan-Schreiber is not in favor of
 national restrictions on American
 enterprise, which would simply re

sult in a shift of production to
 another Common Market country,

 or even Europe-wide restrictions.
 For the fault, he feels, lies in Euro

pean, not American, industry.
This is not an anti-American

 
book. Indeed, Mr. Servan-Schreiber

 yields to no man in his admiration
 of American enterprise and Amer

ican institutions. He wants Euro
peans to imitate the very charac

teristics of American society about
 which Americans themselves are

 uneasy—the educational system
 

and the research partnership

 

among business, government, and
 the universities which he calls the
 “industrial-intellectual complex.”

This book has been faulted by

 
economists and other critics for

 failing to back its sweeping asser
tions with supporting data. It is

 true that Mr. Servan-Schreiber’s
 sources are few and loosely iden

tified. They also vary widely in
 quality; he leans heavily, for ex

ample, on forecasts made by Her
man Kahn’s Hudson Institute,

 treating them 
as

 if they were facts  
rather than projections. The force

 of some of his examples has al
ready been destroyed by

 
the march  

of events; his choice of the sweep
wing plane to demonstrate Ameri

can technological superiority was
 unfortunate, to say the least.

However, Mr. Servan-Schreiber

 
is a journalist, not a scholar, and

 his book does not pretend to be
 more than a popularization. Fur

thermore, the real thrust of his
 book lies in its psychological

 
rather  

than its factual truth. Whether
 these things are really happening

 or not is less significant than
 whether Europeans believe they
 are. And the extent of European

 belief is demonstrated by the im
pact of the book, which in its first

 three months sold more copies
 than any French book published

 since World War II.
Thus, this is a significant guide

 
to European attitudes and Euro

pean thinking for any businessman
 operating—or thinking of operating
 —there. Even those who have no
 interest in Europe will be fasci

nated by its picture of the United
 States.

Managing Growth Through Ac



quisition by David F. Linowes,
 CPA, American Management Asso

ciation, New York, 1968, 192 pages,
 $8.25.

A
 CPA with a lot of experience  

in acquisition counseling distills
 some of that experience for the

 benefit of merger-minded man
agers.

Growth is the current corporate

 

passion, and merger is the most
 popular route to it. These trends

 make this discussion of when and
 how to go about acquiring both

 timely and useful.
After a down-to-earth analysis

 
of when to expand (and when not

 to) and when expansion should be
 internal, when by acquisition, Mr.

 Linowes gets down to specifics:
 how to organize an acquisition

 program, how to get leads to pros
pects, how to negotiate a deal, how

 to evaluate a candidate’s financial
 position and its management, how

 to avoid government intervention,
 and finally how to integrate the

 new and old companies.
Mr. Linowes is a lively writer;

 
his book is liberally sparked with

 anecdotes based on his own ex
tensive experience in this field. His
 approach is practical; the book is

 full of checklists and lists of do’s
 and don’ts. And he is highly knowl

edgeable; if every would-be ac
quirer heeded all his caveats, there

 would be many fewer—but many
 better—mergers.

For the executive or consultant

 
who is a neophyte in this field, this

 book offers a valuable basic guide.
 Even the expert may find some

 new insights in it.
(Note: A large part of this book,

 
in somewhat different form, ap

peared in various articles contrib
uted by Mr. Linowes to Manage

ment Services.)

MAGAZINES

Old and New Productivity Tech



niques Start Closing Gaps by
 James H. Duncan, Columbia Jour

nal of World Business, January-
 February, 1969.

Europe can meet the “American

 

challenge” if it tries, says this man
agement consultant specializing in

 work measurement. Not surpris
ingly, his recommendation is more

 use of work measurement to im
prove productivity without increas
ing payrolls.
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Capitalizing on the attention

 

gained by J.-J. Servan-Schreiber’s
 The American Challenge, Mr.

Duncan takes the opportunity to

 
sing the praises of industrial en

gineering, particularly work meas
urement, and suggest it 

as
 the solu 

tion to Europe’s economic dilemma.
Mr. Duncan agrees with Mr.

 
Servan-Schreiber that the gap be

tween Europe and the United
 States is not basically technologi

cal, citing a number of technical
 advances—from cryogenics to the

 computer—that were pioneered in
 Europe. Nor, he agrees, is it totally
 managerial.

Boost productivity
Like Servan-Schreiber, he criti



cizes the educational system and
 social structure that lead to top
 management rigidity and condes

cension toward middle manage
ment, supervision, and technical

 specialists. If European manage
ment really wanted to, he con
cludes, it could do much to boost
 productivity, “always a fundamen

tal element in economic growth.”
To advance productivity, Mr.

 
Duncan prescribes, European in

dustry must overcome these weak
nesses:

Overcome weaknesses
Lack of motivation for improve



ment (partly the result of high
 income taxes)

A tendency to prefer theoretical

 
to pragmatic solutions

Lack of understanding of the

 
need for efficiency and clear-cut

 objectives
Ineptness in dealing with unions
Reluctance to train and disci



pline employees
Lack of know-how in such areas

 
as

 computers, automation, industri 
al engineering, and marketing.

Mr. Duncan’s basic prescription

 
for these woes is more and better

 use of sound work measurement
 techniques. He cites examples of
 European managers who attained

 dramatic productivity increases in
 this way. For example, one elec


trical components manufacturer in

 

Great Britain doubled his output
 in three years without increasing

 his labor force.
Sound work measurement tech


niques, says Mr. Duncan, consti

tute an option open to every na
tion of the world. With them,

 “what is now considered ‘the
 American challenge’ could, in the
 coming decade and a half, be met

 by ‘the European challenge.’”

Robustness in Sequential In



vestment Decisions by Shiv K.
 Gupta and Jonathan Rosenhead,

 Management Science, October,
 1968.

A new investment criterion called

 

"robustness” is presented for long-
 range sequential investment deci
sions where there exists consider

able uncertainty about the out
comes of certain future events. Un
der these conditions it is suggested

 that initial investments should be
 chosen according to the magnitude

 of their robustness, i.e., the num
ber of good end states left open in

 the uncertain future when the ini
tial irreversible decisions are made.

This decision criterion was de



veloped from a linear programing
 model in which this concept was
 used to choose geographical loca

tions for the construction of new
 facilities to meet expected in
creases in product demand over
 a ten-year period where the out

comes could be estimated but their
 probabilities of occurrence could

 not. The advantages of robustness
 might suggest the adoption of this

 criterion on a broader basis in
 other decision making situations.
 But the assumptions upon which

 its use is based may prevent such
 a general adoption.

In the example given, the deci


sion to expand production facili

ties for a product line had evi
dently already been made. If this
 were a one-product firm there

 might have been no substantial al
ternative investment available, and
 

if the initial investments looked

 

profitable, the robustness criterion
 could apply. But in most firms a

 limited supply of investment funds
 exists, and investments into several

 new and existing product lines vie
 for these funds. In order for an in
vestment proposal to be selected

 to use a portion of these funds it
 must meet two requirements: (1)

 It must meet some minimum stan
dard such 

as
 covering the cost of  

capital, and (2) it must have a
 criterion outcome greater than or

 equal to the outcomes of other
 proposals not selected. The robust

ness criterion will not enlighten
 management on an investment’s

 ability to meet the first require
ment. In order to make such de
cisions, criteria such as absolute

 profit and rate of return on invest
ment are used. The outcomes of
 these criterion events are best ex

pressed in the form of density
 functions, for which David Hertz*

 has developed a method of deriva
tion. Usually, when outcomes of

 future events can be estimated,
 some subjective probabilities for
 the events can also be estimated,
 and, even though these are sub

jective in nature, they provide
 more information for better deci

sions than if uncertainty
 

is assumed  
to prevail. Therefore, “robustness”

 cannot “replace” the traditional de
cision making criteria.

*Hertz, David, 

“

Risk Analysis in Capi 
tal Investment,

”
 Harvard Business Re 

view, January-February, 1964, pp. 95-
 106.

Aid in planning

But the concept of robustness

 

can make a contribution to deci
sion making. Long-range planning

 is becoming increasingly impor
tant, and future events, even

 though they may be uncertain,
 must be taken into consideration.

 The robustness criterion can aid
 the decision maker in taking these

 events into consideration in two
 primary ways:

First, the robustness data can be

 
used as supplemental information

 for making initial investment deci
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sions. Two main alternative uses

 

can be made of this supplemental
 information: (1) It may be used

 as the final criterion to break ties
 between alternative investment

 proposals, and (2) its importance
 may be elevated to the point where

 it is given a weight in determining
 the final ranking of alternative in

vestments. How this weight is to
 manifest itself may vary with each

 firm.
Secondly, the technique may be

 
used as it was in the example given

 in the paper, where it is used for
 selection of investment alternatives

 under assumptions similar to those
 in the example. In such a role it

 aids in the implementation of a
 sequential investment plan.

Robustness should not be con


sidered as an alternative for the

 traditional methods of investment
 analysis but as a technique for pro
viding additional information on

 which decisions can be based. The
 limitations on its value should be

 recognized, and restraint must be
 used in its application to the de

cision making process.
Stephen R. Heimann

 
The Ohio State University

Clerical Cost Control by Bruce

 

Payne, Business Automation, No
vember, 1968.

The author argues that manage



ment can reduce clerical costs by
 20 to 25 per cent through work

 measurement.

Whereas work measurement

 

techniques, including methods-
 time-measurement (MTM), are
 used to measure performance of
 over 80 per cent of all blue collar

 workers today, less than 5 per cent
 of white collar workers are meas

ured against accurate standards.
 By 1970, however, it is expected

 that there will be 37 million white
 collar workers 

as
 compared to 30  

million blue collar employees.
Mr. Payne recommends the use

 
of MTM to measure office workers’

 performance, although the basic
 

“time measurement units” (the

 

time it takes to perform basic
 tasks) must be broader than for

 blue collar workers because of the
 varied nature of office workers’

 tasks. Such a program must be
 permanent, with work standards

 audited frequently; it must be ac
cepted by all levels of manage

ment and workers; and it must be
 positive (management improve

ment) in approach rather than
 negative (cost cutting).

Paul Pacter
AICPA

Internal Auditing and the Infor



mation Explosion by R. L. Mar
tino, The Internal Auditor, March-
 April, 1968.

The electronic computer has

 

been the catalyst for todays tech
nology and information revolution.

 The production of knowledge and
 information as a service industry

 is rapidly overtaking manufactur
ing as the primary economic focus
 of attention. The manager, faced

 with this mass of data, needs help
 in translating facts into informa

tion that is relevant and meaning
ful to him. The internal auditor

 can augment his traditional role by
 assuming the role of translator, or
 management advisor.

The auditor’s role has been

 

changing over the decades. From
 the historic responsibility of the

 post audit to determine the oper
ating effectiveness of a company’s

 control system, his role has ex
tended to determining whether the
 requirements of the total control

 system are being effectively met
 and to appraising the adequacy of

 the system in meeting manage
ment’s needs.

The advent of the computer has

 
accelerated the information explo

sion. The challenge of management
 today lies in its ability to separate

 out from the voluminous data
 which have been thus generated
 the facts that

 
provide pertinent and  

meaningful information as a basis
 

for successful decision making.
To demonstrate his thesis, the

 

author first analyzes a typical busi
ness decision as composed of three

 steps—anticipation (or forecast),
 preparation, and action. He main

tains that the main problem area
 centers around the forecast; costly

 errors may result if there is no con
trol mechanism to minimize the

 gap between actual and forecast
 events when deviations occur. Ac

cording to the author, the key to a
 successful decision is reaction time

 —the time necessary for this ad
justment.

New tools

Three new operating tools are

 

invaluable aids in solving this
 problem:

(1)

 

the electronic computer to  

perform complicated arith
metic calculations and logi

cal selection
(2)

 

mathematics as a common  
language in business to for

mulate and solve problems
(3)

 

systems analysis.
How does the auditor fit into

 this picture? His involvement in
 three associated problem areas can

 prove very beneficial. The increas
ing complexity of computer equip

ment (hardware) and systems de
sign and the problems of compre

hending computer language have
 created the need for an enlarged

 scope of audit verification. This re
quires an increase in the auditor’s

 educational requirements to enable
 him to understand not only the
 computer itself but also the way it

 is operated by the company’s per
sonnel.

New language needed

This author feels that there is a

 

need for a new universal language
 to better identify the interrelation

ships within a system and to re
place the present, to him, inade

quate, method of block diagram
ing, which does not facilitate inter

personal communications. Decision
 tables are recommended as a com

mon language and visually ori-
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ented reports to simplify communi



cation between technician and
 manager.

He further proposes design of

 
management information systems

 (MIS) oriented toward manage
ment’s objectives and requirements.

 However, first the manager must
 have an appreciation of the com

puter’s utility as a day-to-day tool
 in the production process and of

 the paramountcy of the design 
of, rather than the hardware in, the

 system.

Key elements

The key elements in an MIS,

 

says the author, are the communi
cation of information—facts and

 figures—to management and its dis
semination, together with an ex

planation of individual responsi
bilities, to all concerned.

Management needs pertinent,

 
up-to-date information to evaluate

 the risks involved in a decision and
 a feedback process to inform it of

 the outcome.

Basic features
The author outlines three princi



pal features that an MIS must
 have. It must be capable of:

(1)

 

measuring the effect of a  
decision ex post or ex ante

(2)

 

measuring changes in the  
external environment

(3)

 

permitting timely reaction  
to potential problems.

The computer can help the sys


tem meet these requirements by

 testing decision patterns prior to
 selection of a course of action and

 checking decisions during the ac
tual processes they affect

Auditing is part of this entire

 
management information process

ing system. The system’s control is
 the subject of the internal auditor’s
 evaluations; its performance, that

 of the manager’s.
The problems involved in estab


lishing and auditing a management

 system—a system designed to re
instate the manager as the holder

 of the corporate reins by providing
 him with the necessary pertinent
 

information—provide the theme for

 

this article. The internal auditor
 appears 

as
 the middleman between  

technician and manager—the new
 translator.

Ivan 

N.

 Gellert  
University of Florida

Assignment of Costs to Joint

 

Products in a Decentralized Firm
 by Myron J. Gordon and Charles
 Ying, Journal of Business, July,

 1968.

A model is presented which as



signs costs to joint products for
 transfer pricing purposes so that

 the decision on the level of market
ing expenditures made by the sales

 manager of the product, who has
 been delegated authority over mar

keting policies, will be goal-con
gruent to the central authority’s

 goal of maximizing profit. Rules for
 the assignment of a transfer price

 are developed so that the level of
 sales decided upon by the sales

 manager will be the same as that
 determined by the central author

ity.

The very restrictive assumptions

 

made by the authors in developing
 this model made it relatively easy

 to derive the optimal sales expen
diture and the appropriate transfer

 price, given a certain level of ex
penditure, and to develop the
 proof of goal congruence of the

 decisions of the sales manager of a
 particular product. Elaborations of

 the model can easily be made by
 relaxing some of these assump

tions, although the proofs of con
gruence may become involved. But

 this difficulty does not restrict the
 ability of the techniques presented

 to derive rules of transfer pricing,
 given certain conditions, whose

 use will result in goal-congruent
 decisions, which has been an old
 and basic accounting problem.

The values which are assigned

 
as the transfer prices in the set of

 rules developed are not necessarily
 unique, and no reason is given for

 those values selected. In an actual
 application, external conditions

 

such as the psychological effect of

 

the price assigned would dictate
 which of the alternative values

 would be chosen.
The “certain conditions” previ


ously referred to, under which the

 model is applicable, are that both
 the central authority and sales

 manager have the same knowledge
 about the demand function or its

 distribution. It might be said then,
 as pointed out by the authors, that

 the calculation of the appropriate
 level of expenditures by the sales

 manager is redundant and un
necessary since the central auth

ority must also calculate it for the
 assignment of an appropriate cost.

 But for psychological and motiva
tional reasons this redundancy may

 be acceptable or even preferred
 since it allows the sales manager

 to make the decision. The model
 provides a mathematical approach

 to the determination of transfer
 prices which should result in goal-

 congruent decisions, and it may in
spire the creation of other more

 general models that will help solve
 the accounting problem of deter

mining appropriate transfer prices.
Stephen R. Heimann

 
The Ohio State University

Audit Responsibility and Utiliza



tion of EDP Equipment by P. R.
 

A
llen, The Internal Auditor,  

March-April, 1968.

The auditors task is to provide

 

top management with a service.
 Yet changes in auditing theory

 have not kept pace with the rapid
 technological developments in the

 field of data processing, which
 have become a part of the auditor’s

 environment. To fulfill his audit
 responsibility, the auditor must
 learn to utilize the capabilities and
 potentials of the computer.

The author emphasizes that by

 

using EDP equipment in his audit
 the auditor can realize important

 control benefits in addition to hav
ing much of the massive volume of

 detail audit work performed by
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the computer. A prerequisite for

 

the success of such an engagement,
 in terms of management services,

 improvement of the quality of the
 audit, and substantial saving in
 man-hours, is a closer alliance be

tween the operational auditing and
 management services divisions.

Tests emphasized

New audit techniques will be

 

necessary if the computer system
 is to be successfully utilized. The

 emphasis will be on designing tests
 of the system’s control aspects

 rather than of the human factors
 involved.

The author outlines three areas

 
with which the auditor should be

 familiar to increase his compre
hension of the EDP system:

(1)

 

work flow charting—involv 
ing the symbolic representa

tion of procedures
(2)

 

testing techniques, includ 
ing block testing, random

 sampling, and statistical
 sampling (random sampling

 with statistical measure
ment)

(3)

 

hardware (the machines in  
the system) and software

 (the programs with which
 to operate the system).

Procedures suggested
In the actual audit and evalua



tion of the computer’s performance,
 the author suggests the following

 procedures:
(1)

 

employment of test checks  
to evaluate the quality of

 the data processing system
(2)

 

use of special audit pro 
grams designed to examine

 the quality of the informa
tion output of the system

 through detailed tests, com
putations, and exception re

ports
(3)

 

evaluation of the internal  
control of the entire physical

 maintenance and processing
 procedures in the system—

 this internal check to be
 built into the processing

 routines themselves.

The author maintains that with

 

increased understanding of the
 operations of a computerized data

 processing system the auditor can
 utilize new developments, such as

 daily processing of exception re
ports, to achieve the dual purpose

 of using the computer as a con
tinuous audit tool and performing

 a 100 per cent audit.
Though somewhat generalized

 
in its approach, this article suc

cessfully points up the need for a
 new breed of auditor, instilled with

 a greater knowledge of, and in
sight into, the mechanics of the
 computer age and the benefits

 that accompany it. The auditing
 profession must adapt to this
 changing environment if it is to

 continue to provide a vital and
 flourishing service.

Ivan N. Gellert

 
University of Florida

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

SYSTEMS &

 

PROCEDURES
 ANALYST

A professional career opportunity for an

 

aggressive individual to assume total re
sponsibility for challenging systems and

 procedures projects.

Requires a BS degree with 3-6 years of

 

significant experience in management en

gineering and problem solving specifically:
 engineering economy, major 

business

 sys 
tem design and implementation, policy

 development, organization analysis and

 methods and procedures analysis. Salary
 about $13,000 annually.

Send resume in confidence to:

 

R. J. Lennon

 Manager-Employment

SAN DIEGO GAS &

 

ELECTRIC COMPANY
 101 Ash Street

San Diego, California 92112

an equal opportunity employer

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS—California

 

electronics firm offers corporate staff
 position for creative individual to ana


lyze

, design and implement advanced  
accounting systems for multi-division or

ganization. Requires degree, heavy expe
rience with EDP based accounting ap

plications. Send resume with salary 
history to Varian Associates, 611 Hansen

 Way, Palo Alto, California, 94303. An
 equal opportunity employer. VARIAN.

SYSTEMS ANALYST — 360/30/40 —

 

$18,000. Box 935.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS — $35,000 V. P.

 

Level Exec. for Retail Chain. Box 933.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES — $35-

 

40,000 medium-sized CPA firm
—

Travel.  
Box 934.

SITUATIONS WANTED
CERTIFIED SOCIAL WORKER, di



versified experience: medical & psychi
atric case work, public and personnel

 relations, government agencies, manage
ment, etc. Available to industrial-com

mercial personnel services. 
Full

 or part-  
time. New York City area. Box 905.

PROFESSIONAL

 

OPPORTUNITIES
COMPUTER - ACCOUNTING system

 

consulting at reasonable rates available
 only to practitioners in U.S. & Canada,

 enabling them to expand services to cli
ents. Box 894.

MISCELLANY
THE FUTURIST—Published bi-monthly

 

by the World Future Society, reports sci
entists’ forecasts for coming decades.

 Subscription: $5 yearly. Box 19285-M,
 Twentieth Street Station, Washington,

 D.C. 20036.

INT
ERESTED in doing an even better  

job than you’re already doing? Read
 these books published by the University
 of 

Michigan.
 “Manpower Planning for  

High Talent Personnel” by Eric W. Vet
ter. Dr. Vetter’s book is a comprehensive

 report 
on

 planning for key positions.  
$8.00. 

“
The Mobile Manager” by Eugene  

E. Jennings. Dr. Jennings 
study

 of how 
men get to the top has been widely ac

claimed for its insight into two vital
 areas: developing key people and per

sonal career planning. $6.00. “Effective
 College Recruiting” 

by
 George S. Odi 

orne and Arthur S. Hann is a handbook
 designed to aid the recruiter during his

 annual safari in search of new talent
 from the campuses. $5.00. To order

 these or for more information about
 other books and professional journals

 write: Thomas D. Connellan, Bureau of
 Industrial Relations, University of 

Mich
igan,  508 E. William, Ann Arbor, Michi 

gan, 48108.

RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor



tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
 Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box

 number, 
when

 used, is two words. Classi 
fied advertisements are payable in advance.

 Closing date, 5th of
 

month preceding date of  
issue. Address for replies: Box number, Man

agement Services, 666 Fifth Ave.,
 

N. Y.  10019.
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